To shade
and protect

Outdoor windbrakes / TRIPLE AIR BLOCK SYSTEM

PRODUCTS ARE
MADE IN GREECE

Outdoor
Protective
Windbrakes

PROTECTIVE WINDBRAKES

BENEF ITS

OPEN/CLOSED

>	Construction from aluminum profile

for exceptional endurance throughout time and bad weather conditions

>	Crystal 3x3 laminate

for high security and protection against strong winds

According to your needs, we construct
an innovative system of windbreaker
protection for professional spaces, in
the form of aluminum divider frames,
changeable in height.

>	Height fluctuation from 0.90m to 2.20m
capable to stop wherever the user wants

>	Easy to open and close even
with the use of a finger

> 	There is no need to be screwed on the ground

since they can be placed in a flower box by giving an illusion of its extension

>	Electrostatic paint with RAL type
colour of your choice

which ensures the prevention against oxidation and deterioration

> 	The length of the protective windshield
can be altered per centimeter

permitting its ultimate adjustment in the proportions of your space
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CLOSED (Α)

100

105

110

115

120

OPEN (Β)

170

180

190

200

210
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ACCESSORIES-BASES
OF WINDBRAKES

Ability of adjustment of a
hanging flower box

NEW

Support angles

Conjoiner link of
sealing pvc

Ability of stand
adjustment

Support
brace

Small metope
base/INOX

Large metope
base/INOX

Large support base for
inside-outside INOX

Ability of door
adjustment
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ΕΛΛΗΝΙΚΗΣ
Κ Α ΤΑ Σ Κ Ε Υ Η Σ

Triple Air
Block System

TRIPLE AIR

BLOCK SYSTEM

Triple power-operated glass

NEW

An innovative system of window
breaker protection in the form of
three fold electric windbrakes.

The protective windbrakes are constructed in all their metal sides by aluminum
profile as well as they are electrostatic painted in RAL type colour so as to
prevent ultimately the appearance of oxidation and the normal deterioraton to be
extended as long as it gets.
Crystal glass laminate 4+4mm is placed in the system, which combines both
high security and protection even from the most strong winds and the esthetic
quality and warmth of your outdoor space.
All windshields include an electric engine of the brand Somfy.
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DIMENSIONS
Lenght

200 | 250 | 300 | 350 | 375

Height

200 | 225 | 250 | 275 | 300
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